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Derin Attwood  

Backyard Music 
 

the chirp of hidden crickets 

an answering whap of a cricket bat 

on the nearby green 

a sparrow’s gentle twitter 

the staccato bark of a lonely dog 

answers the vibrant screech of blackbird protest, 

a war cry to challenge 

the roar of a lawnmower 

chomping through thickening kikuyu 

sounds settle as shadows lengthen 

and all that remains 

are the base vibrations 

of a cat 

solar charging in a patch of evening sun 
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Michael Botur 

Great White 
 

Well, the great white institution was bound to come down for her 

12 thousand wooden pounds. Disemboweled like the Southern 

Cross cut from the Crown  

 

and dismembered into cylinders of good wood they call rounds 

to be dissected into cords that stack real well. It was, hell,  

 

a mattera time before the overbearing thing fell: a cypress, from 

the US. Us locals carved up its guts and clunked the hunks of 

white flesh in a van.  

 

Planks and tabletops they became. Murray used a two tonne green 

John Deere; we’d tied a chain around the two hundred tonne 

stunner’s trunk 

 

The bind snapped twice as we tried to pull er over. Deep roots; 

thick stump; She wouldn’t budge, at first, and then, like the 

Governor General’s downfall 

 

BUMP! THUD! Scatter a possum! The introduced insects chirped, 

vexed! Migrant magpies flapped for their lives! It almost got us,  

crushed a gorse! 

 

We cut the white meat up with one a them four footer saws 

what took a fuckload of diesel. We spent our smoko  

 

goin on about how macrocarpa’s actually origin’ly  

from California. As if absorbin’ porn, we talked  
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bout how mint cowrie is, rimu, the hue 

of native timber, how much we respect it and hope to rip Pommy  

willow out.  

 

What used to be forested in skirting board and spars and beams 

and tabletops and Ottomans 

now is only pasture ground, drenched in Round- 

 

Up, clover and perennial ryegrass. We was hardarse  

normal-coloured men, TIMBERRRR and so went the white pine, 

 

we barely heard colonial rule torn down  

in our earmuffs ‘n such.  

The sun came over pretty harsh.  

We didn’t shelter under no crown.  
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Ngaire Burt 

Autumn Rhapsody 
 
Branches bare  
Last leaves dancing  
In the breeze 
Shades of gold  
Autumn clad 
Crisp beneath my feet 
 
Little song bird 
With speckled breast 
Chortling joyfully 
Warbling merrily. 
Season's closing 
One awakening, 
Silence silence 
Stealthily creeps. 
Winter is coming. 
Time to sleep, 
Gather strength 
For a new beginning 
 
Little song bird  
With speckled breast 
Chortling joyfully 
Warbling merrily 
Summer's coming 
After winter 
Just wait 
Just wait 
Be patient. 
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Tony Clemow 

From the Canaries 
 

High Pitched Hopes, News item in Northern Advocate 7 
September 1999   
Madrid.- Primary school students on Gomera, one of the Spanish 
Canary Islands, will have to study whistling as a compulsory 
subject. The goal is to save the island’s centuries-old whistling 
language that enables peasants and shepherds to communicate 
across deep ravines and valleys.  
Secondary school students may also choose whistling techniques 
such as using the fingers, changing the position of the tongue, and 
accentuating the whistles to turn them into a language. 
Whistling languages also exist in other countries including Mexico, 
Haiti and Turkey, but Gomera claims to possess the world’s most 
developed whistling language, and experts say that residents can 
communicate across a distance of more than three kilometres.  
 

Well prized by poet or peasant, words 

may seem superfluous to the silent world 

of tongue-tied nymphs and shepherds 

in rapture breathlessly together furled. 

Nowadays we whistle up in studied ways 

a language link to lessen isolation- 

through compulsion in the state-run schools. 

Of course there cause to have some rules: 

on where to place inserted finger, 

position tactile tongue to linger 

so tremolo the better carries 
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airborne over chasms, valleys- 

transmitting substance through the shadows, 

reaching into inaccessible ravines… 

 

…Not straight, as the bird flies; 

echo – boomerang, bouncing, broadcast varied 

as canary songs in peaks well serried, 

the high-pitched notes of which 

have echoed eerily for unrecorded aeons 

across the vivid blue of the Atlantic 

stretching to remotest rocks Hispanic, 

connecting Gomera to Haiti, Venezuela 

with Mexican waves of throbbing noise 

pulsating in infinite, indigo voids 

to fall on Amerindian ears attuned to sift 

bird tones, flute-like on the aerial drift. 

Heed the whistler, he who bears a special gift, 

diminishing rift of distance with decoded shift. 
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Kylie Connell  

Black Dog Superhighway  
 

Empty. Dark. Infinity. 

Light. 

I reach out to it. It fades. 

I call out for it. Only echoes. 

Echoes of once I was. 

Light. 

 

Monster  

Did evil whisper in your ear 

And teach you of forbidden fruits 

Desires not returned 

Yet desires you enact 

When the innocent sleep 

 

And darker dreams come 

Because monsters are no longer their nightmares 

They are real, they are you. 
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Jack Craw 

Tollin Bell 

 

Blowflies at the window  

Nobody thought to see  

Tripped and fell, broke her hip  

Died of the cold, couldn’t reach the switch  

Tollin bell  

 

Fashion made deformed pets  

Pecking themselves to death  

Twitching sacks in the river  

Tied dog forgotten, dies of thirst  

Tollin bell  

 

 Mother electrocuted by Xmas tree lights  

Timer failure, sensor broke  

Baby dies, no one heard the cries  

Nobody even knew  

Tollin bell  

 

Kept alive with no desire  

Sued by insurance for survivin  

Unnatural axe, rotting before the fact  

Nothing is just allowed to be  

Tollin bell 
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Victoria del la Varis 

Winter Fretting                
 

Naked poplars on the hill are prostitutes 

caught outside girls' schools 

arrayed nude 

white-cold, black-wet, tinged pink 

a framework 

faltering 

 

Pine trees are flunkies in uniform 

pinning down winter 

on duty forever, rooted 

no sense of the shame 

 

There's the shrieking of the wind from the wild west 

the judge calls order 

but there's carping 

unruliness 

twigs lashing each other with pleasure 

 

And winter is glinting  

off the mob of little eyes, 

little terrors hiding in the bush 
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oblivious to the cold snap 

they keep their traps shut 

 

They leave their carapaces 

clinging to lichen 

...the chitter-chatter jury 

of the Northland winter 

goes deathly quiet 

 

You Ruined Me 

 

there’s a monument in London, where you died  

they say the marble is already ancient and worn 

I fondle the skinhead’s knife in my mind 

your muscle is still, but I can smell your tattoo 

Kosta, I’m not finished with you 

 

I overlook the sea considering your destruction  

you would rise from the sea, but words prevent you  

two small islands let you slip through their fingers 

your hand warms my cheek, an arm of land curls inwards 

hush, hush, hush says the sea 

 

Kosta, you wanted to possess me  
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to keep me forever in the depths, and now you call me  

on the ocean floor we meet, we are black, ochre, rose and white  

grains of sand 

searching for a resting place  

 

there’s an army of statuary down below 

your shaven-head assailant is sculpted stabbing you 

your father is hitting your mother  

my father is hitting my mother, and you are hitting me 

we are all statues down here  

 

Kosta, I will not surrender to relics  

Remember the night in Athens when you head-butted me? 

a pale shape glows where you split my skin 

we made two lives, but I did not let them be 

you told me I killed them, but it is you I have killed 

the dead I leave behind, I emerge from the sea 
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Lola Elvy 

Every Night, Always 

 
There is silence 

beneath the sea 

and the wind sings it to sleep 

every night. I do not 

believe 

in infinity 

 

Still 

 
If I close my eyes 

will the world stop turning 

just for a moment 

just long enough 

to breathe 

like——-rain? 

The noise is soothing 

when there’s nothing in the way 
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Michelle Elvy 

Arrival in Fatu Hiva  

 

You arrive after twenty-two days  

at sea and it is a grey morning but  

you anticipate the pink of papaya flesh,  

rust of earth blood, banana smell of forests,  

pineapple hellos  

 

You are surprised by the cathedral  

peaks not because of their jutting irregular 

beauty which you remember from the first time  

you arrived ten years back but because you’ve forgotten 

this kind of green 

 

You emerge from a world of salt  

and touch dirt, climb the nearest hill  

and find yourself short of breath but going 

further because up here amongst the mangoes and palms 

you float on cushioned blue 

 

And this feeling is a crisp something  

you inhale and keep close, for when you float 

across an ocean or up over the tall hills of Fatu Hiva 

you occupy a world of in-between, a white cotton place  

where you one day just might stay 

 

Previously published in JAAM 31 
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Riemke Ensing 

You have mail 

[A found poem in ‘Junk’] 

 

A ‘born aging’ widow writes to give me her millions. 

She addresses me as a ‘Dear Child of God’  

and through her sends many of his blessings. 

Also those of  ‘OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST’  

 as well as ‘LORD ALMIGHTY’. 

These in upper case and an impressive line-up 

although my WORD programme pulls me up, suggesting I correct.  

She also sends ‘Calvary’ greetings, whatever that means.  

Calvary was a place of death as I remember from childhood 

stories. 

I never got the impression that the Lord Jesus Christ was all that 

keen on dosh, 

and keep thinking of those Pharisees in the Temple.  

I note how Mrs Zuruma’s tone changes when she ‘implores’ me 

to determine ‘her future and continued existence.’  

Where’s all the ‘charity’ spiel gone suddenly? 

She’s ‘desperate’ for my assistance. She’s summoned ‘courage’ 

to contact me to carry through this ‘task’.  I must not fail her. 

It’s a 100% RISK FREE. THERE ARE NO DANGERS! 

 

Except for that last, it all sounds like something out of a classic  

Mission Impossible.  Too fast for me, altogether,  

and I wish she’d learn to spell. Born again indeed!  
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Arthur Fairley 

The  (From the Grammar Series)  1 
 

1 

Episodes are rumoured 

to live around here. Immune to the curious 

concerns of the universe. 

 

2 

I want to put you in 

One of those episodes. I want to 

 

take your voice with me,  

only because 

 

it is too dangerous, too dangerous 

to leave behind. 

 

3 

Black laps 

where your throat 

should be. 

 

4 

Love slipped in 

and out. Which voice I don’t know 

 

but it was saying 

let the voyage begin.  
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A (From the Grammar Series) 3 

 
1 

The beauty of the woman 

straight out of a dictionary, 

the Concise Oxford at that.  

 
2 

Absent mindedly, I thumb the pages. 

Sometimes you just can’t find the right 

 
word, 

sometimes there isn’t one 

 
not yet 

anyway. 

 
3 

She 

dresses her throat 

 
fingering 

her beauty 

 
4 

Musing  ... 

trouble is 

 
these days fewer people  

seem 

to be good readers. 
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Vaughan Gunson 

Charles Bukowski talking to my wife in bed  
 

You said last night, “we’re better at this  

than when we started.” 

 

I said, “Isn’t that true  

of anything?  

We’ve had lots of practice.”  

 

“Not running,  

we’re worse at that.” 

 

“I’d rather get better  

at what we just did, than running.” 

 

“People who run all the time  

are stupid.”  

 

“They have no creativity,  

not like poets.” 

 

“Is that right?” 

 

“All those runners, bench pressers,  

body combaters, jazz-a-sizers,  

they probably think 

they’re the only ones any good at it 

—but they’re wrong.” 

 

“You know you’re narrowing  
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your audience.”  

 

“Well, they were never going to open up  

to this page anyway,  

so no loss 

—but I have to see them 

in public  

running, riding their bicycles  

in expensive fluorescent shirts; 

I have to see  

their dumb faces 

walking down the street after 3 hours  

at the gym, 

so 

I should be able to say  

in my own poem  

hardly anyone  

will read, that poets  

do it best.”  
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Steve Herbert  

Utakura  
 

I remember Utakura, guess, it's running in my blood, 

How our sleepy little river could become a raging flood; 

How the schoolbus rattled crazily down Utakura Hill 

Then sped across the water-course to give us kids a thrill. 

 

I remember how the cowshed glowed, an island in the dark, 

And the motor thrummed a welcome, in the chill, a warming 

spark; 

How the jerseys lumbered, steaming, from the yard into the bail 

Where they chewed through milking, placid, leaning huge against 

the rail. 

 

I remember frosty mornings, waiting barefoot for the bus, 

How we'd shove and shout and scamper; how we'd tease and fight 

and fuss; 

And sunny summer afternoons, the sparkling water cool, 

As we splashed and dived and floundered in our rocky river pool. 

 

I remember riding bareback, chasing cattle through the trees; 

At a crazy gallop, racing, with my hair swept in the breeze; 

Golden paddocks full of hay-bales and a smiling, sweat-stained 

team 
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As the barn was packed to bursting and the well-earned beer a 

dream. 

 

I remember chasing shadows as my path led far away; 

Different places, different passions, different work and different 

play. 

Now my sleepy river memories swell once again to foam 

For the Utakura valley is calling me back home. 
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Jac Jenkins 

The perfect fifth 
  

Start to hum Twinkle 

Twinkle Little Star. 

The second note is 

a perfect fifth from 

the first. You don't have 

  

to know why it makes 

a consonant sound 

in conjunction with 

the tonic, he says, 

but I ask why. Well, 

  

the upper note makes 

three vibrations for 

the lower note's two, 

he says, but I want  

to know why so he 

  

grabs a pen and writes 

mathematical 

formulae on white 
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paper. It's thirty- 

five years since maths class 

  

and I frown until 

he shrugs and says it's 

an exponential  

scale, like love. Now this 

I can understand. 
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Robert Lee Larson 

Mangonui Morning  
for Robert Asher Smith  

We are early morning walking 

to the school yard and the church; 

While the tui birds do the talking 

from their leafy heaven perch. 

 

With the sunrise smelling flowers, 

Watching rainbow sunset showers, 

On a footpath walking down 

to Mangonui town. 

 

Where there’s history filled with mystery 

on these walkways worn by years, 

I will tell the children stories 

of Ancient trails and tears, 

But the Mangonui morning 

will wash the worst away 

with the sound of children playing, 

and the boats that bob the bay. 
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With the sunrise smelling flowers, 

Watching rainbow sunset showers, 

On a footpath walking down 

to Mangonui town. 

 

You may say that we’re not living 

if you measure all we’ve had, 

But the treasures found in giving 

to the children beaming glad. 

Be it work of farm or fishing 

or the fun of setting sail, 

We will never stop our wishing 

for a walk along this trail. 

 

With the sunrise smelling flowers, 

Watching rainbow sunset showers, 

On a footpath walking down 

to Mangonui town. 
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Anne McDonell 

A change of image 
 
I enter the shop dressed in nondescript  

navy blue, dowdy grey and black 

with my dull brown hair tied back. 

Everything about me shouts 

‘She’s scared to attract attention.’ 

The shop assistant presents  

a different picture to the world – 

painted face, sculptured hair 

bright clothes in far out styles 

that sing, ‘Look at me! I’m beautiful.’ 

She steps too close for comfort. 

I’m turning away when she smiles  

triumphantly. ‘Wait there!’  

A minute later my eyes spark 

there’s fire in my heart 

and my blush is as bright  

as my scarlet hat and scarf. 

 

From my book ‘S Day’ and Afterwards 
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Jack McKerchar 

7 February 2015 
 

the johnnies were all cashed up when they rode into town boots 

crunching gravel belt buckles flash they stare with a frown at 

people all around the man in black rode in the back of the van not 

talking about god or prisons’ socially maligned minorities stare 

smoulders death shot at the shufflers surrounding the stage they 

strode on guitars slung low machine gunning misfits rockabilly 

prisons shaking it all down cash rolling across the stage through 

the ground to feet up to heart and head to pound blonde bouffant 

above naked ears dark glasses staring round piercings flash faster 

than belt buckles twisting in their eyes misfits dancing black hat 

bass lines feed frocked beats music coming down thanks for 

listening packed up the van man in black gone and all that 

remained were three woman called john 
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Max McMillan 

Free to See 

 

Im sitting in the sunshine to see what I can see, 

A lovely Monarch butterfly, a busy buzzing bee 

Kingfisher on the power line, a sparrow flying by 

A graceful swan above, silhouette against the sky. 

A tui in a tall green tree he sings a tuneful song 

If only we could understand so we could sing along. 

And out across the harbour a yacht with sail so white 

An aeroplane taking off so quickly out of sight 

A dredge is being pushed along it’s going for some sand 

And there’s another aeroplane just coming in to land. 

A trawler and a pleasure craft both heading out to sea 

All of this we can enjoy, enjoy it all for free. 

I’m sitting in the sunshine, good company to share 

Knowing that there is no need to be a millionaire. 
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Olivia Macassey 

Lullaby 

 

It took you a long time to discover that your house 

was outside, beyond the cupped hand of light  

right up to the treeline. But now 

you can never go out without knowing this. 

 

Something which lives inside the toetoe knows you, 

how you sat with your back to it all of those 

nights, frightened on the edge of the dry ditch 

listening to the itching grass and the toetoe rustle 

with life, the sound of something suddenly  

unfurled  

tickling the gulping silence and making it smaller. 

 

The ruru knows you too, and well,  

so that every again and now  

when it sees you on a lit porch or darkened road, 

with urgent familiarity  

it mumbles your name along with its own 

 

for how many nights it watched  

from some tree, a pale and dew covered  

shadow locked car, 

two little girls watching the stars  

in fear, their steps  

across the far sky slow, as though walking on sharp stones 

or afraid of the dark. 
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Noir interlude   

 

Here’s to trouble. It  

rains a lot here. You go out  

in the rain I think. You’re the type.  

Your coat reminds you of Bogart.  

You drink whiskey in a bar. You notice the earlobes on women.  

 

Yeah I see you. I see  

you leaning there. A faint frown  

throwing stones into your forehead.  

I don’t know you from anyone. 

 

So  

tell me  

what you’ll do tonight     

at four a.m. when the stray  

women and ceiling fans cease their slow circling 

and the rain doesn’t let up 

and the whiskey’s all run out? 
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Kara Mete 

run pukeko run 

 

you burden me with your woe 

the waiata of the Tui 

is my Kuia karanga 

Tui whoosh around my head 

Calling a wananga 

 

the Kotare sits regally  

upon the power line 

he is a noble warrior  

from days gone by 

 

the Ruru calls at night 

my Tupuna cry 

under black sky 

 

the realms are interwoven 

where the Moa 

still roam 

 

fear not where you have been 

but where you may go 

run Pukeko run 
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Piet Nieuwland 

Beyond the loggia 

 

Beyond the loggia 

Flotillas of entangled eigenvectors 

Cross the high cumulo-nimbus plateau 

Over horizons of tecomanthe and roses 

Clematis and scrambling hoya 

Tapestries of folded chlorophylls 

Distant trains call to the marketplace overflowing   

Evening falls in your hair 

The gleaming cumuli restless 

The fiafia night sky is a black moon yellow star 

Nourished with honey, apricots and almonds 

Radiata raging in the hollow sou’ wester 

Where we belonged to death 

Yet our blood was alive 

With the laughter of the wind 
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In the startled silence 

Summers shores, dunes from which tumbles the call 

Two catamarans flower filled, in diamantine purity 

Drifting on a vast emerald space, gateways to tangerine perfumes 

 

Radiations of starlings return, their adolescents crying out 

On the riverbank of night, waters shimmering like zinc 

Matai trees black shadows hammered  

At the pace of kahikatea stands swaying,  

Cacophonic wet-green shade 

 

Great grey matuku-moana kites, children of the clouds circle 

And land 

 

In the startled silence, an invisible orchestra 

Nuptial pavilions, placental expanses, a lapidary hearth 

Pelagic stars cross the indigo night, raining on our faces, aglow 

 

Women of the river slide their gaze, along pale tentacles of dawn 

Their percussions of breath, anthems to ridges, the forested slopes 

Soil horizons, their humus eco-tones, wash, washed, washing,  

away 

 

Wounds of memory, the debris of dreams 

Restless latitudes and orphaned syllables 

Their bodies tattooed gardens of stone and clay 

Curtains of blood filled roses opening the mourn-ing. 
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The starry trousseau  
 

The starry trousseau of dawn 

Awakens a thousand eyelids of sleeping water 

Rivers of black silk pour 

From nests of cerulean jade puriri 

 

A la luz amarilla 

La narcotic luna 

A frontal tingle tangle 

A danza negra of embedded thunderstorms 

Throw rainbows of lightning 

 

La belle époque 

 

In Cut and Paste, Digital Art Live, Auckland Writers Festival 2014 
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Martin Porter 

Sunday after the Slaughter 

 

two days of rain 

and slaughter fresh meat for the whole family 

salt bacon sausage offal head for the brawn 

blood pudding in the larder nothing goes to waste 

 

gathering his coat 

wandering down to sown wheat fields sprouting green 

bringing up a bisected sun on intersecting 

slipstreams in the sky congealing in the rosy light 

 

down by the chooks 

scratching out a living the boy hunts eggs 

among the stainless steel a master cowhand 

enters yields from every lady in a ledger 

 

scuffing his boot 

against the hoggin on the track breaks to the hardcore 

just another mundane act in the process of extraordinary 

and with a well-paced kick he knocks away a stone 
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Hare in a Glacial Sequence 

 

Below the lake 

 behind the blocking 

 terminal moraine 

 

in a strewn field 

 of erratic boulders, 

unknowingly observed 

 

Hare dances 

 to aeolian music. 

I listen 

 

to the song 

 as Hare jives 

 among green drumlins. 

 

Previously published in San Pedro River Review 2013 
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Trees dropping 

 

Trees dropping leaves in cooler weather, 

dim echoes of trees budding into spring, 

add nourishment to their roots beneath. 

 

Take the map that unfolds in concertina, 

look down the avenues, and you will see 

, here,       trees in full blossom      , here, 

branches bare-naked, raising in-between, 

               fruit and fruit-fall in the breeze. 

 

Previously published in Glowworm 2014 
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Kevin Philpott 

Aging 

 

The pale sun 

Of winter, shines  

Indifferently 

Casting long shadows,  

Probing the textured 

Skin of their existence 

 

Flickering tongues 

Of fire, dance delicately 

Between the forests legacy 

Lighting their craggy faces 

Projecting space and warmth 

within the cabin walls  

 

Fond recollections 

Linger like old friends 

As harmony spreads 

Her healing wings 

And shrinks the space  

Between their hearts 

Memories of youth 
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And furtive love 

Surrender reluctantly 

To a cold acceptance 

Of the Mortal Coil, with 

Its pain and faulting strides 

 

Though Nature daily 

Stakes new claim 

The tide not only 

Flows one way 

As love and friendship 

Compensate 

 

As both they stare 

And see no life 

Beyond this time 

Beyond their care 

But surely see the 

Reapers shadow 
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Aaron Robertson 

Revelation of the Quarter Acre 

 

Despite its proud suburban hum, 

this lawnmower chorus is unaware 

its coda has come; that soon its massed 

instruments will seize with rust 

and we can lie, languidly, among 

the dandelion and day's eye, 

free of sloth and wounded pride, 

that clause of the contract finally null. 

But will there still be honeybees 

to profit in pleasant disbelief 

from a love fossilized and fit 

for books? Or must the epistles meant 

by anther for pistil be compelled 

to travel the way of the playful wind? 
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Ivan Searle 

Time                                    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

The rooster arose and crowed and crowed, 

“Its time to get up,” he cried. 

The old hen replied “Time is but a word,” 

Smiled, and went back inside. 

 

Now the rooster knew that 

What takes 5 hours in awake state 

Can take 5 minutes in dream state 

So time is a mental condition. 

 

All we can know of the external world is                                                                                              

our own mental recognition of it.                                                                                                         

Because it’s a mental world we dream in. 

And a mental world we live in. 

 

Now time can move quite swiftly, 

And just as easily quite slowly, as                                                                     

It is perceived by the mind, 

And created by the mind. 

Because time is entirely subjective. 

 

The past and the future 

Are creations of now. 

They possess no independence… 

No reality of their own. 

The old hen chipped in,  

“You can never think without time. 

Time is a form of the mind to help us 
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Live in an external world.” 

 

The rooster concluded, 

After a great deal of thought, 

That time is an unbroken chain 

Formed by successive links 

Of present events 

And not something that exists at all. 

 

The rooster crowed and crowed 

“Get up, get up” was all that he cried. 

The old hen smiled, he now knows, 

She got up and walked outside. 
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Alex Staines 

(i) 

 

Behind an autumnal veil, stepmother seeks splashy    

fulfilment in evangelism and weight loss. 

Talismanic labours. Inside its painted skull 

the piscine agony. Wind and water, grinding  

machinery and a cascade of munitions.  

 

Evangelina doesn’t speak any more. Between  

lightbulb factory and deserted cannery 

shuffles a being of orphic wrongness, lacking  

arms or wings. A nearby volcano fills the sweet  

shop with ash. Annotated with a mission of  

gulls, the sky unreels hypnotic skeins – violet 

and orange oxides of desolation.    
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Maureen Sudlow 

The Gift 

 

It’s mid-summer in Dargaville.  Outside, leaves droop towards the 

dust.  Birds are congregating around the bird-bath.  Tar bubbles on 

the road.  Someone has their radio going a couple of houses away, 

and the plaintive sound of ‘North to Alaska’ drifts across the 

fences. 

just for a moment 

I feel the touch of snow 

on my cheek 

 

Dead Wood 

 

Bored 

on the road to Whangarei 

we counted logging trucks 

mostly empty 

with trailers crouched 

hump-backed 

behind. 

 

Some with lethal logs 

held still 
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by fragile chains 

to be avoided 

on the switchback 

corners. 

 

I wonder 

if there are any trees left 

in the Kaipara 

 

These poems previously published in ‘Antipodes’ by Maureen Sudlow 2014 
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Vivian Thonger 

Nothing written (Paihia) 

 
I didn’t write today. 

I didn’t need to because 

a poem grew unwritten 

curving around my moving feet 

grew inside the falling sun 

as it painted yellow swathes 

across the ironed pale blue sea 

and came to rest in the colour 

of the sand, richest caramel 

neither dark nor pale 

smooth and glistening 

firm under my feet 

shell-speckled milk chocolate 

lickable as gourmet ice cream 

its cool breath on my lips 

a satisfying snap and crunch 

the poetic bite and swallow 

just moments away. 
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Mercedes Webb-Pullman 

Sandy Bay  

 

Sunrise spreads like melting butter 

over the ocean, the land.  

Slowly, silhouettes of pohutukawas 

define the sky. 

Shadows detach from night 

and become other – 

flax clump or cow or milking shed – 

along the fence behind our bach 

dew drops on marram grass 

will still reflect light 

long after the mirror is broken. 

 

I wrote this for the dedication of the stone on the grave of my grandfather 

Clarence and great grandfather Alfred Webb Pullman at Marua in 2013. 

Sandy Bay was our family home. 
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Lessons on staying alive  

 

My father, at Sandy Bay one holiday, said 

You’ll need to know how to stay alive 

 

if you get lost in the bush and took us all 

up over the hill behind the bach 

 

and into a different world, canopy 

and undergrowth so densely entangled 

 

no sky or ground showed, no horizons either, 

just dark ferns, bird calls, liquid dripping 

 

on sodden rotting-leaf carpets. We learned to read 

directions from moss on tree trunks, find food 

 

in cabbage-tree hearts, water trapped in the roots 

of tree orchid parasites. I thought I’ll need a knife 

 

as he hacked punga leaves into small sleds 

and sped us, one by one, downhill to the future. 

 

From my book Bravo Charlie Foxtrot published by Bench Press (self) in 

2013 
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Editors Comment 
Tena koutou katoa 

Poetry from Northland could quickly be categorised, and seen as 

rustically provincial, perhaps a little unsophisticated, even 

dismissed as quaint and rural with a small town local focus.  But 

then who is to say that the poets of the urban conglomerations are 

privileged with any deeper perceptions, insight or awareness living 

their lives distracted by the onslaught of media, created needs, 

unsatisfied desires, traffic conflagrations, smoggy clouds and 

alienation? Are we really any different? 

Fast Fibres Poetry 2 is connected with the island that is Northland, 

dependent on Auckland but also independent in outlook.  It is 

local with a global view.  The poetry takes many forms and 

themes, rhyming, free verse, sonnet-like, narrative, lyrical, and 

nostalgic and poems which may be better heard than read. 

The poets all have a connection with Northland, they live here, 

and work here, raise their children here and some were born here.  

Others have deep ancestral roots here but have also moved way to 

the cities and look back to where they are from.  Others have left 

vowing to return. 

The first edition of Fast Fibres Poetry contained eight poets.  

Submissions to this volume came from over thirty poets. There 

may not be the same diversity of cultural backgrounds as could be 

expected from the city, but the span of backgrounds and 

experiences are wide. The invitation is open to all poets with a 

connection to Northland to build upon this collection in the 

following years. 

Kia pai to ra 

Piet Nieuwland and Martin Porter 

fastfibres@live.com 
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